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MAKE THE
SWITCH TO
SELF-SERVICE
Spring weather means the
start of the busy construction
and digging season. It is also
the perfect time to learn how
to use our Remote Ticket
Entry (RTE) program.
Contractors currently using RTE enjoy benefits such as no on-hold
wait times to speak with a call center agent, 24/7 access to the full
ticket with map, the helpful “lookup” feature and ease of use. The
RTE program provides everything needed to enter your ticket on
one, convenient screen. Register to attend one of our no cost
webinar trainings on the RTE program.

ENTER AN E-REQUEST

UPCOMING EVENTS
Remote Ticket Entry (RTE)
Webinars
May 22 and June 5
No cost.
Register or learn more.
Memorial Day
May 27
Learn more about JULIE
Holidays.

“Setting up and participating in the RTE online webinar training was
very easy to do,” said Amber Golding with D'Land Construction who
has been a JULIE Remote Ticket Entry user for just over a month.
“The program has been easy to use and figure out. I like the useful
hints associated with each field."
Golding’s requests typically consist of removal and replacement of
curb, gutters, and sidewalks so relaying her excavation area to a call
center operator over the phone can be challenging. “Viewing the
JULIE map of my excavation area has been very helpful. I can see
the roads my excavation will take place on and ensure that the
polygon I draw on the map covers the full excavation area,” Golding
said. “I now prefer using RTE over being on the phone.”

E-Request continues to be a
popular choice for normal,
single site requests. This
option requires no training.
Read more about E-Request
or enter your locate request.

Golding noted the ongoing support provided by JULIE staff has been
very helpful. “When I have a question, they are there to assist and
educate me on the proper entry methods,” she said.
Webinar sessions typically run one hour. After completing the webinar, attendees can start using
RTE right way. Simply register for a session, connect to the online webinar at the scheduled date
and time and watch as the presenter walks through the simple steps to enter and submit a locate
request. Register for an upcoming no cost RTE Webinar or contact our RTE Support Group at 815741-5011.

IT'S THE LAW
Illinois is a positive response state. In accordance with the Illinois
Underground Utility Facilities Damage Prevention Act, all facility
owners and operators are required to positively respond to all
locate requests (unless the caller waives the required call back)
that they receive.
The positive response means either marking facilities within the
requested locate area or providing an “all clear” notice if no
utilities are in the designated dig area. All clear notifications can
be made by marking an “ok” or “all clear” somewhere within the
area provided on the locate request, communicating face-to-face
with the excavator, providing notification via the telephone or
voicemail message or sending an all clear fax or email (if provided
on the locate request).
“The excavator, upon arrival at the site of the proposed excavation or demolition, needs to visually
inspect the area for any clear evidence of unmarked facilities. Clear evidence is defined in Part 265
of the Public Utilities Act,” said David Van Wy, JULIE’s Damage Prevention Manager in Northern
Illinois. “The excavator should also compare the list of facility owners notified with the marks or
“clears” present on sight. If the excavator sees clear evidence of unmarked facilities, or has no
response from a member facility owner notified on their request, they need to check their messages,
e-mails, faxes to verify an all clear.”
According to the Act, once all methods of notification have been verified and there are still member
facility owners that have not responded, the excavator shall not excavate until two hours after a
subsequent notice to JULIE or all facilities have been marked, whichever is shorter. The excavator
needs to provide the specific company names for the facility owners or operators that have not
positively responded in one of those methods mentioned above when talking with JULIE.
Bill Riley, Manager of One-Call Enforcement at the Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC), suggests
excavators get familiar with JULIE’s REV (Remark-Extend-View) tool. The tool allows excavators to
view their request on a smart phone or tablet in the field.
Riley emphasized the use of REV to verify owners notified as well as the date and time requirements
on the request and to make sure their planned work is within the extend requested on the notice.
Riley also said that some violations could easily be avoided if more crews simply checked their dig
request before starting the work to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Act. Click here to
learn more about the ICC’s enforcement process.

DAMAGE PREVENTION IS A SHARED
RESPONSIBILITY
Roger Watwood, JULIE’s Damage Prevention Manager in Southern Illinois, has been conducting
safety presentations across the state with a reminder for excavators to be aware of the impact they
put on utility facility owners’ locating staffs when submitting multiple tickets at the same time and
allowing only the minimum 48 hours/2 business days advance notice.
“Stagger the start times on the tickets as well as allow additional time beyond the minimum two
business days for the start date and time on large or extensive nonemergency projects,” Watwood
said. “Following these simple steps can assist facility owner locators in handling these larger projects
in a reasonable time frame.”
Section 10 of the Act mentions some limitations on the expectations requesting parties should have
when asking for multiple tickets back to back. The Act states, in part, "All persons subject to the
requirements of this Act shall plan and conduct their work consistent with reasonable business
practices. Conditions may exist making it unreasonable to request that locations be marked within 48
hours or by the requested date and time indicated on the notice, whichever is later. It is
unreasonable to request owners and operators of underground utility facilities to locate all of their
facilities in an affected area upon short notice in advance of a large or extensive nonemergency
project, or to request extensive locates in excess of a reasonable excavation or demolition work
schedule, or to request locates under conditions where a repeat request is likely to be made
because of the passage of time or adverse job conditions."
Our Damage Prevention Managers are available to help. If it has been a while since your crews and
other employees have had a safety presentation, toolbox talk or construction site meeting, consider
scheduling one prior to an upcoming job to assist with planning and conducting your work. Our
managers are also available to assist with other issues. Schedule a meeting or presentation with a
Damage Prevention Manager.
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